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Traditional over and under shotguns must be
reliable, light and elegant and perform flawlessly.
Even if there is not much left to invent there are
still ways of substantially improving high quality
sporting firearms by combining technology
and craftsmanship, using better materials like
aerospace steel and titanium alloys, light but at
the same time more resistant chopper lump
barrels.
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MAIN FEATURES
Gauges

12 - 16 - 20 - 28 - 410

Barrels

From 27” to 31” with steps of 1”

Ejectors

Automatic

Actions and Locks Holland&Holland type mechanism, proportioned to the gauge (5 sizes)
Locking

Boss type

Stock

Deluxe walnut, custom made, Pistol grip, English, Prince of Wales

Engraves

Hand made by the best engravers

Accessories

Hand made leather case with canvas cover made by Nizzoli, Snap caps and Cleaning rods in rose wood and brass

Optional

Inside chokes

We are extremely proud to show you pictures of our new pinless lock systems
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and frames in 12/16/20/28ga and .410. As you can certainly see every lock and

specifically designed and built screw driver to loosen the screw. Our frames come

frame is perfectly scaled and proportioned to the caliber of the gun. The locks can

from solid blocks of the best steel now available on the market. These locks and

be easily removed by unscrewing a tiny torque screw hidden behind an invisible

frames provide engravers with a seamless canvas to express their art and creativity

window. Despite being much more resistant than any other screw, a torque screw

and make our shotguns even more reliable and durable than they used to be.
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THE NEW LOCKS
Luciano Bosis has designed and produced new pinless locks for his high-end intercepting-sear sidelock O/U shotguns in 12, 16, 20, 28 and .410.
Mr. Bosis began to develop his new locks because he wanted to create something
absolutely unique that any gun connoisseur could easily identify as the “Bosis locks”.
Starting from some pre-existing designs, the gun maker from Travagliato changed
what he thought needed to be changed and added new technical and cosmetic
features to give his O/Us a cutting-edge design and the best possible quality.
The new pinless locks are produced in scaled 12, 16, 20, 28 and .410 action
sizes and detach via a tiny Torx® screw hidden under an invisible trap door
Despite being much more resistant than any other
screw, Torx® screws are a lot easier to remove
when it comes to detaching the locks. Every
shotgun comes with a perfectly shaped wood
wedge specifically studied to open the hidden trap door and a tiny custom-made
screw driver to loosen the Torx® screws.
Luciano Bosis new locks feature many big element of novelty

• The bridle (1) rests over columns (2) machined integrally with the plate (3).
The entire column can be threaded for the specially designed retaining Torx®
screws making it much stronger than a screw just threaded into the thickness of
the sidelock wall. Torx® screws hold a lot more than any other screw and help
the bridle and the entire lock system stay in place regardless of the incredible
vibrations developed while shooting. Furthermore the special star-headed Torx®
screws reamed at 60° yield more contact area and do not get loose even after
millions of vibrations caused by thousands of rounds.

• The only holes in the completely pinless locks are the threaded screw holes that go

• The mainspring hinge is further away from the safety sear (5) spring (6) than

into the plate only halfway through. No exterior pin mars the engraver’s canvas.

in any other lock built so far, thus allowing to use a more elastic spring and ensure
better spring strength and resistance

• The mainspring (4) is located above and behind the bridle (1) where it is less
likely to move - an important feature in a pinless shotgun where the mainspring

• One mainspring (7) end is always engaged with the hammer which can rebound

stud can go only halfway through the sidelock. The bridle is also a little longer than

only to the extent the gun maker wants it to rebound

usual and slightly bent upwards to better contain and further stabilize the spring. This
technical improvement is also a very distinctive cosmetic feature that allows every gun
connoisseurs to immediately recognize the new Bosis locks. The gun maker proudly
says: “It is the artist’s touch and it looks nice…it is like a feather on a beautiful cap!”

The following elements of novelty will help you understand how expert and fastidious Luciano Bosis was while creating his new O/U shotgun locks:
• Luciano Bosis has selected the best possible materials to build his new O/U

• The lock internal components are in 56NiCrV7KU, an extremely resistant steel

shotgun. The lockplates are in special alloy steel 18NiCrMo5 which is the best

that can be either flamed or TAF-hardened and reaches Hardness HRC 48-65

material for this part.

with Tensile Strength1200÷1300 N/mm2
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• The action comes from a solid block of 18NiCrMo5 forged carburization steel

• Firing Pins are Stainless steel Aisi 440B steel with 57 HRC after hardening. This

(Uni standards) very workable and stable during heat treatments. When this steel

steel is extremely resistant to corrosion, stress and wear

is carburized at 880-930° the surface reaches 62-64 HRC and the material
becomes very strong with excellent mechanical features

• The Ejectors are 39NiCrMo3 steel

• Springs built in Belgium following Luciano Bosis’s drawing and specifications.

• Every operation carried out inside the locks to create the columns solid to the
plate uses extremely small, high-resistance cutters the gun maker designed and

• The Locking Bolts are in Maraging 250 steel, Hardness 50-52 HRC, forged,

had built specifically for that purpose. These cutters generate absolutely perfect

solution heat-treated and precipitated at 480° for 5 hours

cuts (zero tolerances) starting from the very first cutting operations

THE NEW BARRELS
The gun comes with hand-forged chopper lump barrels made out of the new
steels, called:
• BOSIS 1 ESR std

according

AMS 6382 ESR

• BOSIS 2 VAR extra

according

AMS 6382 VAR

• BOSIS 3 ESR extra

according

AMS 6415 ESR

• BOSIS 4 VAR extra

according

AMS 6414 VAR

produced and certified according to AMS (Aerospace Material Specification). The
barrels are the perfect combination of old techniques, craftsmanship and new
materials. The tubes are forged, normalized, annealed at 680–720°, slowly cooled
down in the furnace, hardened at 820-850°, cooled down in water, re-hardened
at 830-860°, cooled down in oil and eventually annealed at 450-630° for one
hour minimum.
Every tube is accompanied by a quality certificate recording data about:
• steel production and delivery status;
• barrel forging and relevant tests;
• heat treatment and relevant tests
As barrels are really key in a shotgun Mr. Bosis works only with the best possible
suppliers operating under extremely efficient Quality Control Systems and complying
with the most strict international standards

After that the tubes go through three different finishing phases: rough polishing, fine
polishing with preparation for bluing and glossy black bluing. This steel and process
are ideal for Mr. Bosis’s high quality guns where the combination of a very sound
mechanism with the best materials available and a very accurate manufacturing
process results in outstanding ballistic performances: we tested our new barrels
with pressures till 3000 atm and found any crack.

Bosis demibloc barrels with 70-mm chambers are induction welded at 650° using
a castolin alloy and come with either 8x5 mm solid ribs or ventilated top ribs that
taper from 10 mm down to 7mm. Sights can be red fluorescent, silver or gold.
Both top ribs and solid side ribs are soldered. The tubes are 8/10 mm thick and
come with either fixed chokes or Briley choke tubes.

ESR PROCESS (ELECTROSLAG REMELTING)
In the ESR process the ingot coming from the ingot mould melting process is used
as a remelting electrode (consumable electrode).
The electrode melts thanks to molten slag that generates heat (Joule effect). The
advantages of this system are:
1 More refined grain
2 Increased purity
3 Best way of eliminating sulphides, segregations and other defects

VAR (VACUUM ARC REMELTING)
In the VAR process the ingot coming from the ingot mould melting process is used as
a remelting electrode (consumable electrode) in the following plant: A different electric
potential is applied between the electrode and the bottom of the mould in order to create
an electric arc whose heat melts the metal drop by drop (like in the metal-arc welding).
The atmosphere above the arc is extremely rarefied thanks to a powerful system of pumps
that create vacuum. Vacuum throughout the process improves the metal as follows:
1 No segregation

4 Less gas content

2 More refined grains

5 Decomposition of sulphides and other impurities

3 Increased purity

6 Reduced risk of contamination

Brief summary:
Conventional melting processes

Specialty remelting processes

PRIMARY METALLURGY

SECONDARY METALLURGY

1

2

3

4

5

Cycle melting

Molten in electric furnace

Molten in electric furnace

Molten in electric furnace

Molten in electric furnace

Continuous melting

EAF

Degassed under gas or vacuum

Degassed

Degassed

ESR remelting

Remelting under vaccum VAR

				

forging
By forging we describe the industrial process by which metal pieces in different

1 The stress spreads on a wider surface when the grain is finer;

sections undergo a plastic transformation. They are generally brought to the red-

2 The piece is less affected by the different hardness of the grains. Breaking starts

hot status when the iron crystal changes from “alfa” into “gamma” and then are hit

where the bigger and more rigid grains are.

by many hammer drops. This process refines the metal crystalline grain (gamma)
which breaks into many pieces because of the pressure applied at very high
temperature. The grain edges start to transform into perlite (carbon is more soluble
in a “gamma” solid and during the transformation process it precipitates and
aggregates in Fe3C, forming different mixes of cementite and ferrite: perlite). The
mechanical resistance of forgings over regular perlite increases for two reasons:
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